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Note: The question paper is divided into three sections A, B and 
C. Write answers as per the given instruction.

 Section - A 10 × 2 = 20
 (Very Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer all questions. As per the nature of the question 

delimit your answer in one word, one sentence or 
maximum upto 30 words. Each question carries 2 marks.

1) (i) What is the full form of www?

 (ii) What is web browser?

 (iii) Name some basic HTML tags.

 (iv) Define cookie.

 (v) What do you mean by URL?

 (vi) Define scripting language.

 (vii) Name some web browsers.

 (viii) Which tag is used to insert line brake in HTML code?
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 (ix) What is Home page?
 (x) Name some web designing tools.

 Section - B 4 × 10 = 40
 (Short Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any four questions. Each answer should not 

exceed 200 words. Each question carries 10 marks.

2) What are the features of DHTML? Write a note on class in 
DHTML.

3) Describe the working of search engine.

4) Write the steps to design a simple web page.

5) Discuss table tag used in HTML with example.

6) Write short note on Web Authoring Tools.

7) What is Internet? List different uses of Internet.

8) What is object? How objects are created in Java Script?

9) Discuss the advantages of using CSS.
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 Section - C 2 × 20 = 40
 (Long Answer Questions)
Note: Answer any two questions. You have to delimit your each 

answer maximum upto 500 words. Each question carries 
20 marks.

10) What is the use of Java Script? Explain conditional 
statements used in Java Script with suitable examples.

11) What is the use of Editor? Give the overview of front page.

12) What is E-mail? Explain the working of E-mail with example.

13) What do you mean by multimedia? Write short note on 
‘Multimedia content in web’.


